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for legislation to regulate advertisements and solicitations for time
share properties. Commerce and Labor.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-One

An Act regulating advertisements and solicitations for time

SHARE PROPERTIES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 Chapter 93 of the General Laws, as appearing in the 1986
2 Official Edition is hereby amended by adding the following new
3 section;
4 Section 94. Any advertisement or solicitation by or on behalf
5 of a time-share property which includes the offering of a prize,
6 gift, award or other inducement shall clearly and conspicuously
7 include a detailed description of each time, the brand name if any,
8 the current actual fair market value of each item, the number of
9 such items to be awarded, the odds of winning each item, the

10 criteria to qualify for each item, and any other details which if
11 disclosed might induce a consumer not to participate in the offer.
12 No advertisement or solicitation by or on behalf of a time-share
13 property may contain any representation which has the tendency.
14 capacity or effect of deceiving the recipient in any way including
15 creating the impression through clever working, layout, or
16 otherwise that the recipient has won or has a greater chance of
17 winning a prize more valuable than the odds or* facts indicate.
18 Any gift, prize, award, or other inducement must be completely
19 free of any charge to receive or use by the consumer, with no
20 redemption fee, handling fee, deposit, reservation fee, postage,
21 purchase requirement, or any other charge whatsoever imposed.
22 If the gift, prize, award, or other inducement is a tangible object.
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23 such object, and not a certificate therefor, must be presented to
24 the consumer at the time of consumer’s initial visit. Should the
25 gift, prize, award, or other inducement not be available or not
26 given to the consumer at such time the consumer shall immediately
27 be given the fair market value of the item in cash or certified check
28 as represented in the advertisement or solicitation.
29 The Secretary of Consumer Affairs may promulgate regulations
30 to further regulate time-sharing promotions and the consumer’s
31 right to cancel time-sharing promotions and the consumer’s right
32 to cancel time-sharing contracts. Such regulations may provide
33 for additional protections for consumers, which may include
34 imposition of fines of not more than $lOOO for each violation of
35 this act payable within 30 days of issuance. Each consumer injured
36 by any violation of this act shall constitute a separate violation.
37 Fines collected may be used to offset losses sustained by con-
-38 sumers. Failure to pay any fine shall prevent the time-share
39 developer or advertiser from making further mailings, sales or
40 presentations to consumers until such fine is paid.
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